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	1: 1-4
	2: 5-7
	3: 8-10
	4: 1-2
	5: 5-6
	1_2: For:People have told me that I'm not good enough in the past, so it could be true that they are right about this too; there might be some aspects of my life where I'm not as competent as others; some people may think less of me because of this beliefAgainst: There are also many aspects of my life where I excel and am capable; there are many people who think highly of me despite any shortcomings; failure is part of growth and learning, so even if things don't go perfectly it doesn't mean that it's all bad or that something is wrong with me.
	2_2: For: It is possible that at some point in the future, something could go wrong and lead to failure; Failure can sometimes feel like an all or nothing event, so if one thing goes wrong, it must mean everything fails. Against: Failure isn't always permanent or irreversible, so even if mistakes occur there can still be ways to recover from them; Many successes come from taking risks or trying something new which means failure can also lead to success eventually.
	3_2: For : There are certain tasks or activities where other people may have more experience than me which makes it hard for me to keep up.; Evidence Against : It's ok not to know certain things yet because everyone has their own pace when learning new skills ; Making mistakes along the way is normal when trying out something new ; With practice comes progress , so over time my skills will improve.
	4_2: For: Other people may judge my decisions negatively because they don't agree with themEvidence Against: Everyone has different opinions and beliefs, so what someone else thinks doesn't dictate how successful i am; Even if someone judges me harshly, it doesn't mean their opinion reflects reality.
	5_2: For : If i make one mistake , then everything could potentially unravel because its too late to go back once its been doneAgainst : Mistakes can often teach valuable lessons which help prevent similar issues from happening again in the future ; Learning how to correct mistakes instead of letting them define you allows you take control over your own destiny 
	1_3: believing perfectionism leads to success without making mistakes
	2_3: thinking that one mistake means total failure
	3_3: not allowing time for improvement and believe i have to get everything right during the first couple tries
	4_3: believing negative opinions from others define reality
	5_3: believing perfectionism leads to success without making mistakes
	Text4: 
	0: I'm not good enough.
	1: I'm going to fail.
	2: I will never be able to do this right.
	3:  Everyone is judging me and they think I'm stupid.
	4: I am going to make a mistake and ruin everything.

	a: “I’m not good enough” –> “I am capable but need improvement in certain areas” 
	b: “I’m going to fail” –> “Mistakes happen but progress comes with effort" 
	c: "I will never be able to do this right" ---> "It will take time and practice to get better at this."
	d: "Everyone is judging me and they think I'm stupid" ---> "People have different opinions but that does not make me less valuable."
	e: "I am going to make a mistake and ruin everything" ---> "Making mistakes is part of growth and learning"
	f: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: Going to a crowded store
	1: Fear of being judged, anxiousness, feeling overwhelmed 


	1: 
	0: 
	0: Taking deep breaths 
	1: Very effective in calming anxiety and reducing stress levels     



	g: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: Speaking in public
	1: Anxiety, fear of making mistakes or embarrassing myself, self-doubt 


	1: 
	0: 
	0: Positive self-talk 
	1: Helped build confidence and reduce negative thoughts



	h: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: Making eye contact with strangers
	1: Nervousness, feeling uncomfortable and anxious 


	1: 
	0: 
	0: Focusing on one thing at a time  
	1: Made it easier to complete tasks without getting distracted or overwhelmed   



	i: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 


	1: 
	0: 
	0: Visualizing success  
	1: Boosted motivation by providing an image of a successful outcome 



	j: 
	0: 
	0: 
	0: 
	1: 


	1: 
	0: 
	0: Breaking tasks into smaller steps  
	1: Allowed for more manageable goals which made it easier to stay focused and achieve results  



	Name: Jane
	Date: Barnett
	Describe how you can engage in activities that bring joy and fulfillment to your life: 
	0: Taking walks in nature, reading books/magazines/newspapers that interest me, listening to music that makes me feel good or relaxed, spending time with friends/family who make me feel supported and loved
	1: I'm not good enough, I'm not capable of doing this task correctly, I can't do anything right  
	2: I am strong and capable, I can do this if I try my best, Mistakes are part of learning and growth, I will succeed if I keep trying my best!  

	Additional NotesRow1: 


